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MARCH 2020
EARTH

We are locked BECAUSE OF A VIRUS FROM CHINA.
Until when AND Why?
Everybody seemS okay.
No COLLAPSING people on the street.

WHAT HAPPENED?
I knew that something was wrong AND THAT WASN’t the virus.
I knew that we were experiencing something which happened before!



Probably nobody paid attention to the news at the end of 2019 about a new flu

in China. There was no reason for it. Respiratory diseases are normal for the Northern

Hemisphere during this time of the year. There were videos of people collapsing on

the streets but nobody seemed concerned. 2020 started as normal. There was more

news about the new flu in China but the world leaders didn’t show any concern.

Trump was the only one who reacted by suggesting to ban chinese entering the

United States of America. He was called a racist and his suggestion unthinkable.

The news about what’s happening in China took up more and more of the

newstime. The new flu wasn’t flu apparently but something else. It was a new virus

yet everybody was traveling to and from China like normal. At the end of January the

World Health Organization made an announcement that there is nothing to worry

about. Shortly after it they changed the tune. The new virus was apparently deadly.

Despite the fact that nobody was dying or getting sick from it outside China the World

Health Organization said that we are in a pandemic. The city where the potentially

deadly plague started - Wuhan, China was closed to the world. People who lived there

couldn't go to work and shop. They were imprisoned in their homes. Days after it

almost the whole world did the same.

One day everything was normal; next, we became a new world. Everything

except supermarkets and pharmacies was closed. No school, no kindergarten, no

visiting doctor if not an emergency. Concerts, sports events, galleries and museums

were closed. Kids couldn’t play at the playgrounds. No waking in the park. No

recreation.



Borders were closed and only essential traveling allowed. We were told that it is to

protect us from the virus. Since unlike spanish flu, chinese flu was racist the virus got a

name SARS-CoV-2 or  novel coronavirus or simply corona.

The news about the new virus became more intense. In fact there was barely

any other news. There were only numbers of the people who eventually died after

getting tested or after just being diagnosed with the new disease - COVID-19. There

weren’t any other respiratory diseases despite being in the middle of flu and cold

season. If someone had cold-like symptoms were isolated or if getting sick taken to

hospital. Most of the people who went to the hospitals never came back alive. There

was no evidence about how this disease was different from flu and common cold. It

was one of the things I noticed first. How do doctors know if it is the new disease

when symptoms are the same? I clearly remember that the first two fatalities of

COVID-19 in Bulgaria tested positive for influenza. Why were they counted as victims

of the new diseases when they actually had a very well known one - flu, which

apparently has the same clinical presentation?

As more people were tested as more considered COVID-19. There was the

introduction of masks for which the idea came from China and for which there was no

evidence that could stop the virus. World was following China without making any

other evaluations or considering any alternatives.

Life became numbers of COVID-19 tested (which were called infected) and

dead. Kids learned that playing with other kids is bad because they may kill their

grandparents. In many countries young people couldn't visit old people. People in care

homes were completely isolated from the world. Visits were banned even by close



family members. Same with the hospitals. Old and young cancer patients were dying

alone in the cold humanless hospital rooms. There was the introduction of social

distancing. Handshaking, hugging and kissing became an offence which could end up

with jail time. It was recommended to go out only if essential.

xxx

When the locking of the Earth happened I was in Bulgaria where I am from but

don’t live permanently. It was supposedly a short visit which became much longer and

made my family separated in two different countries not knowing when we would see

each other. Maybe most of you know it but I would like to remind you that Bulgaria is a

former communist country. It all reminded me of that time when the government was

protecting us from the big bad West. We couldn’t go there because it was dangerous

for us. Their songs, their movies and their books were so bad that we needed to be

protected from them. Of course the communust elites would be able to visit this

monstrous world and to be exposed to its culture. They apparently were resistant to it

unlike us - the plebs. COVID-19 pandemic evoked those memories since it looked like

the olden communist times where we lived in fear of an invisible danger. Fear fueled

by the government and for which there was no other evidence. Media was providing

us only with government approved information. Families were separated. People who

would break rules were punished. The rules were bizarre but that wouldn’t matter.

As time went it seemed that it would be like it forever. I was afraid that my

daughter would never see her father again since almost all flights were canceled.



Traveling was extremely expensive and people who would come from abroad needed

to be isolated for 14 days even when healthy. Every day I was hoping that the numbers

would go down and my family would be reunited. My little daughter was asking me

when she would see her daddy and I did not have an answer. I would say: “Hope soon.”

The government stated that locking would be temporary until hospitals are

protected from overflowing with patients. In the beginning it sounded reasonable but

something bugging me; something was off! “On what basis is all of it? Where is the

evidence? Nobody is collapsing on the street”. When the lockdown started there was a

flu vacation for the children actually because of the flu epidemic. How did we know it

was this when it was based on vague new tests? And yet again symptoms were the

same. Doctors were treating but likely killing patients because of something which

they claimed had no idea what it is. Nobody was actually considering the fact that

after the viral infection which most of the people can handle without any medications

comes bacterial infection which apparently can be deadly. Many people were

comparing it with the spanish flu times butin 2020 unlike in 1918 we had a wide range

of antibiotics. There was nothing about treatment from the government and media.

There was news about a shortage for the well known bulgarian common cold

medicine Analgin-Quinine but nothing else. Doctors seem to have forgotten basic

medicine and acted like they were following an oath but not the hippocratic one.

Media was continuing with the propanada and outside news would be only the

same: numbers of tested positive and dead. People in Bulgaria seem to have not taken

everything seriously and as in the communism times would break the rules while

hoping that if police come they would be bribed by a bottle of rakija (strong



homemade alcoholic drink) or the policeman would be someone they know so

wouldn’t report the law breakers. People would gather even outside but were staying

a bit further from each other. Jokes like: “Police are coming so hide the drinks!”

became quite popular. Life in Bulgaria looked normal if you don’t watch TV and don’t

visit stores.

When the summer came we finally had good news. The lockdowns have ended.

My daughter would be with her father again. We said “Good Bye” to Bulgaria and we

went back to Germany where he works. Despite being a summer and the supposed

end of the pandemic it actually didn’t. Masks were still mandatory, and the media and

the government continued with fearmongering. The bad west, I meant the virus would

attack us at any moment! We need to be vigilant! What was even more bizarre - it was

absolutely the same in the actual West. Since I follow what’s happening in the english

speaking world, the situation seemed the same everywhere. Like the world became a

communist state but the “bad West” now was a virus.

Initially I was believing that the World Health Organization at least would do

something and maybe was waiting for more data. I even tried to help with my

knowledge of influenza virus which was the topic of my PhD work. As a science

communicator I followed all developments and informed everyone by my LinkedIn

blog. After I heard about brainstorming crowd challenge about solving the COVID-19

puzzle and sent my suggestions which would lead to clarifying what actually is the

COVID-19 disease, to separate positive tests of healthy people from the actual sick

(real cases), to consider already available drugs and the cross-immunity from the other

viruses.



Unfortunately instead of following science, the World Health Organization

started sounding like a propaganda fear maschine. There was no evidence about the

needs of masks or any restrictions. I became more and more critical on social media.

My proposal which was read by World Health Organization representatives was

rejected. Surprisingly to me one morning I found myself being checked on LinkedIn by

the executive director of the World Health Organization's Health Emergencies

Programme - Dr Mike Ryan. When I mentioned it, people said that I should look

around when crossing the street. Why, in case he is in this position to help people and

I with my knowledge do the same? I wrote an article about the fact that WHO should

be held accountable for rejecting science. It was widely shared on social media but

that led to another unpleasant surprise - I couldn’t access my LinkedIn account where

was my article about WHO. Apparently someone from WHO reported me. LinkedIn

didn’t give me a warning and my appeal in which I showed facts that there is no reason

for my work account to be deleted was rejected. So just like that all my work contacts

and blog disappeared. Of course since I couldn’t work there was no way to sue. I was

jobless and in the radar of dangerous people which apparently are the ones working

at WHO. They ignore science and cancel everyone who challenges it. Interestingly

they even hired a PR company known for working with criminals. This is Hill+Knowlton

Strategies  involved in wars, human rights violations, poisoning people.

Of course they couldn’t scare me. I was raised in communism by anti-comminust

family. Being oppressed and fighting for what’s right is in my blood. I decided to make

a blog on a common blog platform where I would continue to use my knowledge

https://genuineprospect.com/blog/. Social media is a power so I used it too. I became



a well known anti-COVID-19 propaganda expert. It made me connected with

like-minded people. I actively participated in calling out the fraudulent PCR test study

which is against all science principles.

Meanwhile life continued. Numbers of positive tests started increasing and out

of nowhere Germany was locked again. I was about to experience a lockdown in the

west. I immediately noticed that people were more obedient. They rarely questioned

the government. About that time was the start of the COVID-19 vaccine propaganda.

Like the first measures it wasn’t based on any evidence since only time could tell if all

experimental COVID-19 vaccines work. Clinical research is a slow process and takes

years. It was urgently approved despite that there wasn't a need.

The increase in testing inflated the case and death rate numbers. In Germany as

elsewhere everyone who tests positive for COVID-19 and dies is counted as COVID-19.

That happens even after months or because of an alternative cause. The test which

cannot tell if someone is sick was used to justify the measures. There was still no clear

evidence separating COVID-19 from other diseases. There was more and more

evidence that cross-immunity works. A scientific study of 10 million people proved

that the advertised asymptomatic spread is nonsense. Yet, people believed that they

are endangered and want a vaccine. They would give you a dead stare if your nose is a

bit over the mask. There was an introduction of medical masks and wearing masks in

some outdoor public spaces. Christmas markets were canceled. Instead of questioning

it or not giving a toss about it like in Bulgaria, Germans seemed to like it and strictly

followed the rules. They would even report to police people who dare to break the

rules. “Rules are rules and if the government says that we are in big danger, we



must be!” I was wondering if I kind of jumped into a parallel universe since I was

experiencing communism but in the West!!!! News from the rest of the world was the

same. Media and governments were showering everyone with the same message:

“Danger! Virus! Vaccines! Masks! Stay home! Don’t come close to other humans, they

are deadly! Vaccinate!” Communist propaganda is an excellent brainwashing tool

because most of the westernst even after so many months aren’t questioning it. They

still believe that the exit from the pandemic is the vaccine, lockdowns and masks.They

refuse to acknowledge the bizarreness of all of it. The fact that elites as back then the

communist leaders don’t follow the rules. They don’t even hide it.

There were some protests of course but they led to nothing. Media didn’t show

anything and if you aren’t part of the resistance you would never know. That’s why I

am writing this. To try to open the eyes of the westerns. The only way to oppose is to

not obey. Look at the tiny Bulgaria and the bulgarians. Doesn’t matter how much

money is involved in propaganda Bulgaria is last in inncolulation with experimental

medical treatment. The death rate is low and even lower than in the vaccinated West.

Seems that the experimental treatment is wiping out immunity. I expect a deadly,

deadly cold season. People who are damaged and who die are the youngest and

healthiest. The ones who rarely suffer from respiratory diseases. What happened and

is happening is a crime. It must be stopped.

I am sure that maybe after reading it some would say: “I knew it!”, but plenty

wouldn't understand it. Plenty would still think that the government and WHO are

thinking how to save them from the virus. Well, these people cannot be saved. They

are already dead. We, the free thinkers, are the living ones. We aren’t going to stop.



We are more than many think. We will work until we are back to the old human normal

where being a human isn’t a crime. We will do it. I guarantee!!!

END/КРАЙ



P.S.

There is another big danger coming for the world. People who speak against the

narrative. Their science and evidence doesn’t matter. What matters is the plan. We are all

going to be a big communist family led by the ones who chose by themselves to be our

leaders. No, I am not talking about the politicians but the people who bought them. We

the free thinkers are “antivaxxers who want to kill your granny.” I just read an article on

Forbes calling us a small group of idiots. Being a medical doctor or having doctoral

degrees in the field seem to mean nothing. As in the olden times you follow the

communist party narrative or you are bad. Nothing has changed. History repeats again.
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